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About This Game

Schein is an award-winning, puzzle platformer that tells the story of a father who enters a mystical swamp in desperate search of
his son. As he becomes enveloped in darkness and begins to lose hope, a wisp appears, offering him guidance and her magical

power: a light that reveals hidden worlds.

Use your wits and light to conquer mind-bending puzzles and defeat deadly beasts. Can you save your son in what’s possibly the
trickiest platformer you’ll play all year?
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This was the first Sherlock Holmes game I played years ago which sent me playing and waiting for all others.

I played it again now and it was fun to be reminded of a different detective game.
In this game you are truely placed in the shoes of a detective where you don't even know all actions of holmes himself.
You need to pay attention to everything, every detail, even something that seem trivial.

A brilliant way to do a detective game.
I wish the somewhat kept this formulae in "The Devil's Daughter" instead of turning to a more acion based game. Very very
good game, i like it. Very fun game. ). Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic was Ok.

I didn't enjoy it that much but I am sure for some it might be fun. Finished the game quite fast and task was super easy.

Game is free so go for it. If you have high standards for games then I do not recommend it - was lacking something.

xTzharkz [Eric]. My sons love this game and rate it 9\/10 (preschool \/ kindergarten level). A masterpiece!
This game is a surprisingly bold and fun to play classic adventure. If you yearn for good old games of the 90's - Tales is for you.
It provides the perfect balance of challenge and fun.

Pros :
- Classic 320x200 graphics makes the game look nice and homy (I recommend choosing 960x600 window in game Setup).
- Music is very good and always fits the story perfectly
- Voice acting is very nice. Iktan sounds somewhat strange though.
- The storytelling is exceptionally good! The plot is interesting, the jokes are fresh and nice.
Cons :
- The way you move between tales can be boring, especially if you resort to trial-and-error method of puzzle solving
- The magic bag is a good idea, but suffers from rather bad implementation, you have to do a lot of swapping in your inventory.
I would rather prefer it to simply open a number of other inventories (one per tale) to choose an item from.
- Some might consider a word puzzle and timed sequence a con, but I don't think so. I solved the word puzzle at the first try, and
the timed puzzle was too logical and straightforward to get annoyed by.

Playing Tales makes me feel back in the Golden Age of Adventure games. Best 233 roubles I've ever spent!. This game just
oozes lack of effort. It's a VR motion-control tech demo with a seemingly pretty environment that has the depth of a kiddy pool.
Basic graphical static images and a text-to-speech (god damn this tech has been around for 20 years and still hasn't improved)
voice-over for the narration masquerading as a computer AI are all you get for exposition. It's free though, and while I would
typically never not recommend trying something that's free (unless it has addiction-hooking microtransactions) I have to say
you're better off just clicking next on your recommendation queue.

Looks pretty, sure. It would probably look better in VR due to the 3D depth perception effect. But everything is just so
haphazardly arranged with no context of what any of the visual clutter is supposed to be. I came to try this game based on a
snippet first impression video I saw saying that the game would also teach something regarding biology. It doesn't; at all. It quite
flagrantly ignores most factual information regarding the biology of infections for the sake of a 3D tube exterior runner game's
science-fantasy world. You're better off learning about such biological sciences from the Kurzgesagt channel on youtube. Much
more entertaining than this too.

If you're wondering what you actually do in the game beyond what I've already mentioned; you slide left and right on the
exterior surface of a tube at a set speed with no throttle or brakes while trying to collect all the white proteins and pass through
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all the green speed pads and between all the red obstacle barriers. By default your top speed is slower than the infection chasing
you to the goal which is the cell nucleus. Just one speed pad and you're at the same speed of the infection for several seconds.
You can gain what seems to be at most 3 speed boosts. One obstacle will knock you down a boost or half your default speed if
already there. I had to intentionally hit one just to find out what happened. On top of this the text-to-speech AI will berate you
for not going faster during large gaps of no speed pads, as if you even have a choice. Different nodes or parts of the cell reward
different things of which you choose one of two, and the nodes themselves have event modifiers. Protein and remaining time
are a currency for some of these rewards. Yet these rewards are also poorly structured as the final node before the nucleus I
chose a reward that granted a small speed boost for collecting protein, and the nucleus event had no protein to collect. So I
wasted the protein spent on that upgrade. Yet it matters little since the remaining time and protein from the level are lost once
it's over with no rewards based on how well you did; just an overall 3 star rating that feels like you would have to be trying to
fail to get less than 3 stars.

Conceptually it's actually a great idea if it was properly executed. InCell feels like it almost completely lacks any effort at proper
execution resulting in the afore mentioned VR optional 3D tube exterior runner game with a pretty yet shallow aesthetic that
really isn't even worth downloading to experience. Hell I feel taking the time to write this may have been more effort than what
was put into this game. Not true at all, but when a game feels anywhere near that low effort... /sigh. Lovely little indie
platformer, collecting heads is basically my life now.. dont work, got to a point where the game is asking me to buy, whilst I
already have it :(
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I haven't completed the game but I love it so far. I enjoyed playing freakquecy so I was eager to play this game. The game seems
to have a lot of branching choices and CGs.

 Those who are new might want to check out the first game to understand more of the lore.. Well... what can i say, game is old
and has short Singleplayer but playing this was really enjoyable
P.S. i got this for free :). I really hope they don't start balancing the game around these DLC units. The price feels fair, but
locking such a big strategic advantage behind a paywall is pretty scummy.. felt like a kid in an arcade again with no limits to my
parents' pocket money. very fun. i'd like more people to play online with.. This game is really good (for lack of better words),
i've been enjoying the adictive game play. it has a ton of stages to explore and secrets all over the place, that are unlocked as you
get new abilities and explore.

the music and art are outstanding, to me as an artist are just an inspiration.

i recommend this game, and if you was born on the 80s or early 90s this is a MUST buy.. Ok this game is just flat out
AWESOME. I was expecting a low quality bargain bin game but got a masterpiece instead.

I simpy thought amnesia the dark descent was the only good pc horror game and all others were just pathetic copies but then i
stumbled upon this..

Awesome graphics in a B budget game type of way. The game might not be overflowing with detail but the textures that are
present are PERFECT for this game. The textures of wood grain and cloth and couch fabric looks crispy like you can reach in
and touch it. And the floating dust particles mixed with the lighting looks incredible. The textures in this game are a lot more
HD than i had expected. Not only are they HD but they are treated with some sort of glistening specular effect and it just makes
the horror setting absolutely perfect. The graphics set the tone perfectly for this game, there is also 1920x1080 support as well
as ambient occlusion which really was a pleasant surprise.

**I highly reccomend changing the aspect in the config.txt file from 1.33333 to 1.55555 or else everything looks a bit
widescreen stretched** This is in my documents - darkness within 2

Not sure what game engine this uses but this is the smoothest 60fps i have ever seen. Im not even joking.

I love this game i really do its so unique. Not your typical RPG.
I would describe it as a puzzle game.
Very story heavy.
7/10 a bit slow but very refreshing.
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